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A. Personal Information

Title: Ph.D.
Current Position: Professor, Department of Economics, Department of History, State University of New York at Stony Brook
Senior Research Scholar, World Population Program at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA)

Address: 44 Chestnut Ave., East Setauket, New York, 11733, USA
IIASA, Schlossplatz 1, A-2361 Laxenburg, Austria

Telephone number: (631) 632-7540
Email and Website: warren.sanderson@stonybrook.edu
Nationality: USA

B. Main Fields of Research

1. Demographic Economics
2. Demography
3. Economic Development

C. Academic history and positions

EDUCATION AND ACADEMIC DEGREES AND POSITIONS
Since 1997 Professor, Department of History, State University of New York at Stony Brook
1993-1994 Visiting Professor of Domestic and International Relations, Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton University
Since 1992 Senior Research Scholar, World Population Program at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA)
Since 1989 Professor, Department of Economics, Department of History, State University of New York at Stony Brook
1981-1989 Associate Professor, Department of Economics, State University of New York at Stony Brook
1980 Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, University of Utah
1974 Ph.D., Economics, University of Illinois
1971-1980 Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Stanford University
1964 B.S., Economics, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
D. Books


E. Books Edited


available at: http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Admin/PUB/Catalog/PUB_PROJECT_POP.html?sb=3


F. Refereed Articles


“The End of World Population Growth” [with Wolfgang Lutz and Sergei Scherbov] in Wolfgang Lutz, Warren Sanderson, and Sergei Scherbov, eds. The End of World


“Capital vs Education: Assessment of Economic Growth from Two Perspectives” [with Alexander Tarasyev and Anastasya Usova]. 8th *IFAC Symposium on Nonlinear Control Systems*. 1110-1115.


G. Articles Accepted and Articles Under Review


“Faster Increases in Human Life Expectancy Will Lead to Slower Population Aging” [with S. Scherbov]. Revise and resubmit PLOS ONE.


H. Recent Working Papers